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6.  Gun Barrels

Literature Durdik, Jan, Alte Feuerwaffen, Hanau, 1977, DuJa
Hoff, Arne, Feuerwaffen II, Läufe, Braunschweig, 1969, HoAr

Historical Overview

Early
barrels

Iron Rod
Barrels

The oldest known gun barrels were made of bronze in the beginning of the
14th century. They had large cast bores that were sometimes made conically.
From the middle of the same century, iron barrels are known to have been
forged from rods. Some of them already had a cylindrical bore. It is assumed
that at the beginning of the 15th century, the quality of the bore was improved
by reaming.

Breech
Plugs

In the beginning, the rear parts of the barrel bores of handguns were closed
with a forged in plug. As early as the beginning of the 15th century, threaded
breech plugs were used. Later, the barrel smiths added a top strap to the
breech plug to attach the barrel to the stock. 

Skelp-
Barrels

In the middle of the 15th century, barrels forged from iron bands wrapped in
screw fashion around a mandrel, replaced the barrels made from iron rods.
These barrels also called skelp barrels were the direct predecessors of the
European Damascus barrels. Compared to the Damascus barrels, they have
however, a weak structure.

Blunder-
buss
Barrels

Towards the end of the 16th century, the first tromblon barrels that would make
loading easier, appeared. They were also believed, to have a wider spreading
when multiple bullets were used. With certainty then, just as now, a large
muzzle was more intimidating than a small one. Well into the 19th century,
tromblons were used on ships against pirates, and on land against robbers. 

Damascus
Barrels

In the Middle East during the 16th century, Damascus barrels were forged from
iron of different harnesses. At the beginning of the 17th century, European
gunsmiths occasionally began to make artful Damascus barrels for splendor
guns. Very popular were Damascus barrels for hunting rifles, especially in the
19th century. Their increased strength allowed the making of thinner walled
barrels that were much lighter, making them a popular choice.

Rifled
Barrels

Initially all barrels had a smooth bore. In the first half of the 16th century, rifled
barrels, meaning bores with cut longitudinal grooves, the so-called rifling
could be made. It is interesting to note that the oldest still preserved rifled
barrels have rifling with twist. Later barrels occasionally have straight rifling. In
the 17th and 18th centuries, many gunsmiths tried to improve the accuracy of
the firearm by trying various bore diameters. 

Multiple
Barrels

It is understandable that most early firearms had only one barrel. With a few
exceptions, military handguns were only made with one barrel.
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Organ
Gun

According to Konrad Guertler’s registry from 1462, the city of Nuernberg had
multibarreled organ guns with 27 and 29 barrels. An iron handgun with 4
barrels forged together from the 15th century is also known. At the end of the
16th century, double barrel wheel lock guns were used for hunting. They were
usually equipped with 2 wheel lock systems on one lock plate. 

Cylinder In 1630 a gunsmith presumably in Nuernberg, made a matchlock gun that
had a cylinder with ten shots. It had to be turned into position after each shot.
There was a large danger to mistakenly ignite a neighbouring load in this
cylinder. This was presumably the reason why rotating systems were only used
in revolvers much later. 

Multi
Barreled
Cannon

Multi-barrel cannons were seldom used. One reason was the heavy weight of
the barrel battery, the other greater flexibility during combat of multiple single
barrel cannons. In London, there is one of the few cannons with 4 barrels still
in existence. The inscription 1628 is on these barrels. 

Turnover
Pistols

Between the years of 1700-1850, the so-called turnover pistols were popular.
They usually had a turnable bundle of four to six barrels with the matching
powder pans, pan covers and fire steel batteries. After every shot, the barrel
bundle had to be turned one position and the powder pan of the flint lock had
to be filled with priming powder. 

Pocket
Pistol

In the 18th century, pocket pistols with flint locks and in the 19th century with
percussion locks were very popular. They were available as inexpensive as well
as luxury models. Some of them were even equipped with a switchblade for
close combat. Double barreled pistols for military action are only known as
officer’s pistols in isolated cases. 

Double
Barrel
Gun

As early as the 19th century, double barrel rifles with percussion locks were
used in large numbers. After 1850, they were partially replaced by the
Lefaucheux breach loaders with pin fire cartridges. In the last quarter of the
19th century, the Lefaucheux ignition system was also replaced by rim and
center fire ignition systems. 

The use of double barrel rifles with side by side barrels, and hunting rifles with
barrels with an over under configuration have proven themselves for hunting
until today. Often, so-called drillings with smooth bores for shot, drillings with
rifled barrels for bullets and combinations of smooth and rifled barrels were
used. In the following chapters, various models with their descriptions can be
found.
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Barrel Design

Ca. 1340: Bronze Barrel, Loshult Gun

Fig. 6 – 1a Presumably cast in the bell casting
technique of those days 

Statens Historiska Museum, Stockholm
Photo: PoDu, Page 8

Fig. 6 – 1b Barrel length: 300 mm
Bore length: 270 mm
Muzzle bore diameter: 36 mm
Caliber: 31mm

Ca. 1370:  Forged Iron Barrel, Bernese Handgun

Fig. 6 – 2a Short, octagonal iron barrel
forged from one piece

Bernese Historical Museum
Photo: BHMu

Fig. 6 – 2b Barrel length: 167 mm
Bore length: 133 mm
Caliber: 29 mm
Muzzle diameter: 56 mm
Weight: 2.42 kg
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Ca. 1375:  Iron hand Cannon Barrel, Moravska Trebova

Fig. 6 – 3a Forged octagonal iron barrel with
strong reinforcement at the pow-
der chamber and reinforcement
band at the muzzle: cross shaped
priming groove at the touchhole
City Museum, Moravská Trebová,
Czech Republic
Photo: DoVl, Page 179

Fig. 6 – 3b Barrel length: 376 mm
Caliber: 32 mm
Bore length: 350 mm

Ca. 1380:  Bronze Barrel for Stone Bombard, Habsburg

Fig. 6 – 4a Bronze cast barrel, attached to the
stock probably by iron bands

Heeresgeschichtliches Museum, Wien
Photo: GaEr, Page 175

Fig. 6 – 4b Barrel length: 260 mm
Bore length: 130 mm
Chamber diameter: 36 mm
Muzzle diameter: 82 mm

Ca. 1380:  Barrel of Italian Stone Bombard

Fig. 6 – 5 Manufactured in the Susa Valley
near Turin and made from forged
iron

Caliber: 120 mm

British Museum, London
Photo: FfCh
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Ca. 1380:  Barrel of the Mons Meg Bombard

Fig. 6 – 6a

Forged iron barrel reinforced with
rings and a power chamber of a
smaller diameter

Edinburgh Castle
Photo: PoDu, Page 38

Fig. 6 – 6b Barrel lengh: 4038 mm
Bore length: 3835 mm
Caliber:  508 mm, 20 "

Ca. 1390:  Forged Hand Cannon Barrel, Vienna, Austria

Fig. 6 – 7a Barrel forged in one piece around
the mandrel, with a solid square
and tapered thorn to attach the
shaft

Heeresgeschichtliches Museum, Wien
Photo: GaEr, Page 176

Fig. 6 – 7b Total length: 335 mm
Barrel length: 230 mm
Bore length: 211 mm
Caliber: 23 mm
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Prior to 1399: Tannenberg, Handgun Barrel

Fig. 6 – 8a

One of the oldest handguns that can
be dated, found in 1849 during the
archaelogical excavations at the
Castle of Tannenberg

Germanisches Museum, Nurernberg
Photo: HoAr, Page 6

Fig. 6 – 8b Barrel length: 320 mm,
Bore length: 272 mm
Caliber: 17.3 mm
Chamber diameter: 9 mm

Ca. 1425:  Arquebuss, Hildesheim

Fig. 6 – 9a

Oowder pan on top, hook on
underside and socket for mounting of
wooden rod on breech side are cast
on

Roman and Pelizäus-Museum,
Hildesheim
Photo: HoAr, Page 7

Fig. 6 – 9b Barrel length: 620 mm
Caliber: 19 mm
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Ca. 1464:  Dardanelles Bombard, Mohammed II

Fig. 6 – 10a

This bronze barrel with a threaded on
chamber was cast outside the city
walls during the siege of Constan-
tinople by Mohammed II

Tower, London
Photo: PoDu, Page 39 / KuPe
(See also Page 88)

Fig. 6 – 10b Barrel length: 5385 mm
Outside diameter: 1054 mm
Bore diameter: 635 mm
Projectile: Stone balls,

720 pounds
Cadence: 7 shots/day 

Ca. 1470:  Forged Iron Barrel, Tiber Handgun

Fig. 6 – 11a

Two tubes forged from longitudinal
iron rods were forged over top of
each other without overlapping
seams 

Bernise Historical Museum
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 11b Barrel length: 250 mm
Bore length: 224 mm
Caliber: 30 mm
Muzzle diameter: 50 mm
Weight: 2.41 kg
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Ca. 1470:  Iron Forged Petard

Fig. 6 – 12 Petard forged from long square
iron rods and reinforced with iron
rings
Barrel length: 600 mm
Caliber: 23 mm
Bernise Historical Museum
Photo: BHMu, KuPe

Ca. 1500:  Double Arquebuss with Bronze Barrel le Arquebuss

Fig. 6 – 13a

Cast bronze barrel with integral
tunnel rear site, large hook
retaining lug and lateral flash pan

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 13b Barrel length: 1040 mm
Caliber: 22 mm
Length of hook: 102 mm

Ca. 1514:  Tinder Lock Gun with Octagonal Iron Barrel

Fig. 6 – 14a

Lateral flash pan with spark shield
dovetailed to the barrel: the breech
plug is attached to the barrel with a
course thread

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 14b Barrel length: 505 mm
Caliber: 18 mm
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Ca. 1550:  Powder Chamber of Breech Loading Gun

Fig. 6 – 15a This object is often wrongfully
called a handgun.  A barrel cast
from bronze, with a large
widening in the breech area and
cast on handle. Most likely this is
the chamber of a breech loader

Bernise Historical Museum
Photo: PoDu, Page 37

Fig. 6 – 15b Waffenlänge: 150 mm
Caliber: 35 mm
Muzzle diameter: 75 mm

Ca. 1625:  Leather Gun Barrel

Fig. 6 – 16a

Thick walled, copper barrel wrapped
with hemp rope and leather. Used
with little success by Gustav Adolf of
Sweden during the 30 year war

Schweizerisches Landesmuseum, Zürich
Photo: PoDu, Page 113

Fig. 6 – 16b Cross section view of barrel
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Ca. 1640:  Octagonal Iron Barrel of a Large Baroque Hunting Rifle

Fig. 6 – 17 Bore has 12 deep left twisted
rifling grooves
Barrel length: 926 mm
Caliber: 23.5 mm

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1640:  Leather Cannon Barrel

Fig. 6 – 18 Inner layer of ham-rope is wound
around a light copper barrel. The
barrel outside is covered by a
layer of leather. This type of a
cannon barrel was used with little
success by Gustav Adolf of
Sweden during the thirty-yea-war  
Barrel length: 2000 mm
Bore diameter: 56 mm
Royal Artillery Institution, Woolwich
Photo: PoDu, Page 113

Ca. 1640:  Simple Iron Mortar Barrel, Kufstein, Austria

Fig. 6 –19 Cast iron barrel with slanting base
plate a design used in the 16th

century

Bore diameter: 94 mm

Bernise Historical Musem
Photo: BHMu / KuPe

Ca. 1700:  Blunderbuss Bronze Barrel, Spain

Fig. 6 – 20 Cast bronze barrel with screwed
in iron breech plug. It is assumed
that in the middle of the 19th

century, the barrel was transfor-
med to a percussion lock
Barrel length: 118 mm
Caliber: 17 mm 
Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1750:  Detachable Barrel Pocket Flint Lock Pistol

Fig. 6 – 21 For easier loading the barrel of
the pocket pistol made by Israel
Segalas, can be unscrewed

Barrel length: 168 mm
Caliber: 9 mm

Private collection,  Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1780:  Barrel of Flint Lock Pistol, M1777, France

Fig. 6 – 22 To attach the barrel into the
bronze lock case, the breech plug
has a protruding square with an
inside thread and screw
Barrel length: 189 mm
Caliber: 17.1 mm

Private collection,  Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1850:  Barrel Combination of an Over and Under Pistol

Fig. 6 – 23 The octagonal barrels are joined
by silver soldering. The two
breech plugs are precisely aligned

Barrel length: 120 mm
Caliber: 14.25 mm

Private collection, Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1870: Barrel of Poachers Rifle, can be dismantled
     (so-called Schrauber)

Fig. 6 – 24 The barrel has two parts and is
equipped with a threaded con-
nector. The stock can be attached
with a bayonet connector

Barrel length: 856 mm
Caliber: 16 mm

Private collection,   Photo: KuPe
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Rifling Profiles

Fig. 6 – 25 1514:
Grouped Groove Rifling

Tinder snaphaunce rifle

Fig. 6 – 26 Ca. 1640:
Rifling with rounded Grooves

Hunting rifle with Nuremberg snaphaunce
lock

Fig. 6 – 27 Ca. 1700:
Rifling with four wide flat Grooves

Seldom used on hunting rifles

Fig. 6 – 28 Ca. 1729: 
Rifling with two oval Grooves

Oval grooves according to Major Berner

Fig. 6 – 29 Ca. 1750:
Rifling with rounded flat Grooves

Seldom used on hunting rifles

Fig. 6 – 30 Ca. 1750:
Rifling with rounded triangular Profile

Prossibly a trial design
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Fig. 6 – 31 Ca. 1780:
Heart shaped Rifling

Trial design, no twist

Fig. 6 – 32 Ca. 1780:
Rounded, square Rifling

Trial design, no twist

Fig. 6 – 33 Ca. 1780:
Octagonal, rounded Rifling

Boy’s flintlock rarget rifle
Caliber 10.5 mm, 6 grooves, right twist

Fig. 6 – 34 Ca. 1800:
Withworth hexagonal Rifling

Withworth rifling system
Six edged polygonal bore

Fig. 6 – 35 Ca. 1845:
Square experimental Rifling 

Percussion pistol, Malherbe, Liège
Caliber 15.2 mm, 4 grooves, right twist

Fig. 6 – 36 Ca. 1850:
Oval Rifling

Trial Design for oval projectiles, France
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Fig. 6 – 37 Ca. 1850:
Square Rifling

Trial Design for squared cylindrical projec-
tiles, France

Fig. 6 – 38 Ca. 1857:
Saw toothed Profile Rifling 

Russia: Ca. 1857
Switzerland: Ca. 1860

Fig. 6 – 39 Ca. 1850:
Double Groove Rifling

Target rifle, Caliber 16 mm, no twist

Fig. 6 – 40 Ca. 1890:
Rifling with Ten Grooves

Military rifle, Caliber 17 mm, left twist

Fig. 6 – 41 1600 –1900:
Hair Groove Rifling

Hunting rifles
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Barrel Configurations

Fig. 6 – 42 Single Barrel Shotgun

Pound lead balls or shot, smooth bore

Fig. 6 – 43 Double Barrel Shotgun

Side by side
Lead balls or shot, smooth bore

Fig. 6 – 44 Over Under Shotgun

Lead balls or shot, smooth bore

Fig. 6 – 45 Drilling Shotgun

Lead balls or shot, smooth bore

Fig. 6 – 46 Single Barrel Rifle

Cylindrical projectiles, i.e. Minié projectiles

Fig. 6 – 47 Double Barrel Rifle

Cylindrical projectiles, e. g. Minié-
projectile
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Fig. 6 – 48 Over Under Rifle

Cylindrical projectiles, i.e. Minié projectile

Fig. 6 – 49 Drilling Rifle

Cylindrical projectiles, i.e. Minié projectiles

Fig. 6 – 50 Combination Over Under

Upper barrel: Riffled, pointed cylindrical
projectiles

Lower barrel: Smooth bore, shot

Fig. 6 – 51 Combination Over Under

Upper barrel: Smooth bore, shot 
Lower barrel: Riffled, bointed cylindrical

projectiles

Fig. 6 – 52 Combination Drilling

Upper barrels: Smooth bore, shot
Lower barrel: Riffled, pointed cylindrical

projectiles
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Fig. 6 – 53 Combination Drilling

Upper barrels: Pointed cylindrical
projectiles

Lower barrel: Smooth bore, shot

Fig. 6 – 54 Bundle Barrels

Used in pepperbox pistols with lead balls

Fig. 6 – 55 Organ Barrels

Used in organ guns with small projectiles

Barrel Attachments

Fig. 6 – 56 Ca. 1330:
Attachment with Rope
Forged iron barrel

Woodcut Roberto Valturio
Photo: HeRo, Page 19

Fig. 6 – 57 Ca. 1370:
Attachment with Iron Bands
Bernes hand gun

Bernise Historical Museseum
Photo: BHMu / KuPe
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Fig. 6 – 58 Ca. 1390:
Attachment on Tapered Barrel
Tang
Forged hand gun

Heeresgeschichtliches Museum, Vienna
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 59 Before 1399:
Attachment in Barrel Socket 
Tannenberg gun

Germanisches Museum, Nuremberg
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 60 Ca. 1430:
Attachment with Iron Clamp
Tiber hand gun

Bernise Historical Museum
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 61 Ca. 1500:
Attachment with Iron Band
Early matchlock hand gun

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 62 Ca. 1520:
Attachment with Lug and Pin
Tinder lock hand Gun

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Fig. 6 – 63 Ca. 1550:
Attachment with Iron Band, Lug
and Pin
Half arquebus

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 64 Ca. 1640:
Attachment with Lug and Pin
Baroque hunting rifle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 65 Ca. 1720:
Attachment with Metal Band and
Spring
Flintlock musket

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 66 Ca. 1870:
Attachment with Split Metall
Sleeve secured with Clamping
Screw 
Snider carbine

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 67 Ca. 1800:
Attachment with Key and Lug
Target rifle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Barrel Manufacturing Methods

Founding of the Loshult Barrel, Ca. 1330
Hypothetical Description 

A.  Main Features of the Loshult Barrel

Fig. 6 – 68

Photo: PoDu, Page 8

The absence of marks of a mold
seam indicates that the Loshult barrel
was most likely made by a bell foun-
der according to the bell founding
methods of those days. The following
describes the manufacturing method
for the Loshult barrel, based on the
methods used for bell founding. 

Fig. 6 – 69 The barrel and bore cross section at
a right angle to the barrel’s longitu-
dinal axis have a very accurate
circular shape. This could indicate
the use of a rotating template similar
to the manufacturing of a bell, to
manufacture a barrel model and
core. Contrary to a bell, the largest
outside measurement of the barrel is
opposite the core opening, and the
smallest measurement is within the
barrel length. This means that the
model must be destroyed in order to
remove it from the mold.

B  Manufacturing of the «False Barrel»

Fig. 6 – 70 Manufacturing the Core:
The core must be destroyed under
heat. Hemp rope or other natural
fibres are wrapped around an iron
rod and continuously plastered with
clay. This iron rod is later used as a
rotating axis for a template. In this
way, a textured outer mold is made
slightly smaller than the finished
barrel. The core is slowly dried and
shrunk to a stable size. 
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Fig. 6 – 71 Modeling the Surface:
The dried core is covered in layers of
fine and soft clay. With the rotatable
template, the finished outer contour
of the barrel is shaped. Possible flaws
are corrected by hand. The surface is
smoothed out and possible
decorations are added. Over a long
period of time, the false barrel is
slowly dried.

C  Manufacturing of the Mold

Fig. 6 – 72 Shaping of the Mold:
A layer of ash and egg white is put
on the false barrel as a separating
layer. Over this separating layer,
layers of well worked clay mixed with
sheep or horse hair are built up. This
layer of clay must be thick enough to
hold the pressure of the cast, but will
not crack when it is dried or burned. 

Fig. 6 – 73 Burning the Mould Shell:
The mold together with the ‘false
barrel’ is placed muzzle down on a
pedestal of stone or iron. Hot embers
of charcoal are created under the
‘false barrel’. With this heat, the
mold is slowly burned. At the same
time, the animal hair in the ‘false
barrel’, smolder. The false barrel
crumbles and falls from the mold.
Only after slowly cooling off can the
iron rod be removed.
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Fig. 6 – 74 Cleaning the Mold Shell:
After the cooling, the iron rod and
the remaining debris are removed
from the burned mold. The mold is
cleaned inside and out. Possible
flaws on the inside surface are
repaired with clay. 

Fig. 6 – 75 Reinforcing the Mold Shell:
Wire or sheet metal straps can be
wound around the mold to reinforce
it to withstand the pressure of the
liquid bronze.

The mold is then ready to be placed
into the casting pit. 

D  Manufacturing of the Barrel Core

Fig. 6 – 76 Manufacturing the Barrel Core:
The same iron rod is again imbed-
ded into the compacted and planed
floor of the casting pit. It serves as a
template rotation axis. Around this
axis a core is built from well worked
clay, mixed with natural fibers or
animal hair. With the help of a rota-
ting template the core is formed a
few millimeters smaller then the
finished diameter. The core surface
must remain rough. 
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Fig. 6 – 77 Shaping of the Surface:
A thin layer of smooth, well worked
clay is applied to the inner core. By
turning the template, the final core
surface is cleanly shaped. If neces-
sary, the surface is corrected
manually. In this condition, the core
is slowly and completely dried. 

Fig. 6 – 78 Burning the Barrel Core: 
Carefully, the well dried core is laid
into a bed of glowing charcoal. By
removing the charcoal in certain
places, the condition of the core can
be monitored. As soon as it is
glowing dark red, it is removed from
the fire. For a slow cooling, the core
is put into a pile of cool ashes. After
removing the iron rod, the core is
ready to be built into the casting pit. 

E Completing the Casting Mold

Fig. 6 – 79 Positioning the Core and Mold
Shell in the Casting Pit:
First, the core with the inserted iron
rod is positioned and attached
vertically on the compacted and
planed floor of the casting pit. The
mold is centered and placed over the
core as precisely as possible.  The
centering can be checked by
inserting a control rod through the
hole in the mold and into the top
section of the hole in the core. The
rod is then removed because the
hole serves as a riser. 
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Fig. 6 – 80 Runner and Riser:
Over the riser hole, a clay pipe must
be installed reaching just under the
future backfill surface. From the
runner’s sprue of the mold, until just
beneath the mold support, further
clay pipes must be installed., These
pipes are secured to the ground with
u-shaped iron wires and sand. The
seams of the pipe are sealed with
clay. 

Fig. 6 – 81 Finishing the Casting Pit:
Around the mold, as well as around
the runner and riser pipes, soil is
filled in layers and carefully tamped.
A pouring basin around the runner
tube and a riser basin around the
riser pipe are built from clay. The
whole casting pit is dried for a few
days. 

F Casting of the Bronze Barrel

Fig. 6 – 82 Casting of the Bronze Barrel:
At a temperature of approximately
1100 degrees Celsius, the liquid
bronze is poured into the pouring
basin. It flows through the clay pipes
and the sprue into the hollow space
of the mold and fills it up. The gases
that form, escape through the riser
pipe. The cast is finished when the
riser basin has filled with bronze and
the required casting pressure is
reached. The bronze cast must be
cooled over several days. 
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Fig. 6 –- 83 Removal of Runner and Riser:
After the cooling, the soil is removed
from the casting pit and the mold is
broken up. The runner system and
the riser are sawed off. The clay core
must be chiseled out. The bronze
cast is cleaned inside and out. The
touch hole is drilled at a later time. 

G  Variation: Simple Casting Methode

Fig. 6 – 84 Structur:
The mold is placed muzzle up into
the casting pit that is filled with soil. A
running basin of clay is built, leading
to the sprue. The core has to be held
with a positioning fixture above the
mold. The centering of the core is
achieved using bronze pins between
the core and the inside mold surface,
in the lower part of the cast. The
liquid bronze flows from the running
pit directly to the muzzle ring and
from there flows into the mold. The
advantage of this cast is its simplicity.
The mold can however, be destroyed
by the liquid bronze falling into it. 

Fig. 6 – 85 Finishing of the Barrel:
After cooling, the running pit with the
sprue must be sawed off. With this
casting method, the core has to be
chiseled out. After cleaning the
bronze barrel, the touch hole is
drilled into the powder chamber. The
first shot is preferably done behind
cover in a safe place. 

Photo: PoDu, Page 8
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Forging of an Iron Barrel, Ca. 1470; Hypothetical Description

A.  Main features of the Tiber hand gun barrel:

Fig. 6 – 86

Photo: KuPe

The forged barrel has a length of 25
cm, a caliber of 23 mm and a barrel
outside diameter of 46 mm. It was
made in two layers from iron rods
forged and arranged longitudinally.
At the muzzle, the barrel is reinforced
with a shrunk on thin iron ring. Bet-
ween the muzzle and powder cham-
ber, there are three reinforcement
rings placed at regular intervals.
Over the front end of the powder
chamber, directly before the touch
hole there are three additional reinf-
orcement rings shrunk on back to
back.

Fig. 6 – 87 The breech of the barrel also has a
reinforcement ring and is closed with
a forged in plug.  It is Interesting,
that there is no additional reinforce-
ment around the touch hole and to
the rear band area. This is the reason
why, the original barrel located at the
historical museum in Bern, is cracked
in exactly this place. 

Fig. 6 – 88 The following construction of the
pipe can be assumed; the inner pipe
is made from four iron rods with a
width of a quarter of the average cir-
cumference of the inner pipe, and a
thickness a little more than 2/3 of the
wall thickness of the finished pipe.
The four iron rods of the outer pipe
have a width of ¼ of the average
outer circumference and a thickness
of approximately 1/3 of the finished
pipe. The following description is
based on this hypothesis.
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B. Manufacturing of the inner Pipe:

Fig. 6 – 89 Forging the longitudinal Rods:
Raw iron from the smelter is forged
into iron rods in several stages. The
rods are longer than the finished
barrel and wider and thicker than the
segments. The rods are die forged
into troughs the size of the barrel’s
caliber. Scales and slag are carefully
removed. 

Fig. 6 – 90 Forge welding the inner Pipe:
Four glowing troughs are placed
around an iron mandrel and held
together with wire. The glowing
bundle is placed so a seam is at the
top. With quick and strong hammer
blows, the trough seams are welded
together. This treatment is repeated
until solid welding connections
between all the troughs are
completed. 

Fig. 6 – 91 Cleaning the inner Pipe:
After cooling, the scales are knocked
off and the outer contours are filed
into a cylindrical shape, as well as
possible. Now, the inner pipe is
ready to be reinforced with an outer
pipe.
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Fig. 6 – 92 Forging the outer Pipe:
Cherry red hot, the troughs of the
outer pipe are hammered and forged
onto the inner pipe so the seams of
the outer pipe are between the seams
of the inner pipe. The whole pipe is
hammered while hot, until its quality
is satisfactory. After a final heating of
the pipe, it is hammered cold until
the mandrel can be removed.

Fig. 6 – 93 Forging in of the Breech Plug:
The scales on the surface of the bore
are removed. The cylindrical and
slightly conical plug and the end of
the barrel are heated to be forged.
With powerful blows, the plug is
driven into the pipe to forge it shut.
The outside of the pipe is then
cleaned.

Fig. 6 – 94 Shrinking on the Reinforcement
Rings:
From square rods, the reinforcement
rings are forged with an inner dia-
meter slightly smaller than the outer
diameter of the barrel. The inside
diameter is then filed to the right size
or driven on a taper. The glowing hot
reinforcement ring is positioned on
the cold barrel and by cooling off,
shrunk on.
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Fig. 6 – 95 Finishing the Gun Barrel:
First, a small flash pan is chiseled in
at the end of the powder chamber.
Then the touch hole is drilled into the
flash pan. The bore is cleaned by
sanding or boring. Using vegetable
oil, the surface of the heated barrel
can be protected from rusting. It is
recommended to test the barrel in a
secure location. 

Fig. 6 – 96

Photo: KuPe

Adding the Stock to the Tiber
Hand Gun:
The barrel is fitted into the stock
board. It is then attached using two
forged iron clamps and nails.
On the middle reinforcement ring
with an eyelet, an iron ring is
installed and forge welded. 
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Rifle Barrel Manufacturing 1600 - 1850

Fig. 6 – 97 Forging of the Iron Band:
From a piece of wrought iron, an
evenly wide band is forged in several
stages. The thickness of the band
has to vary according to the guide-
lines of the barrel. It must be slightly
larger than the changing wall thick-
ness of the barrel. The scale is
removed from the bands and they
are filed to a consistent width. 

Fig. 6 – 98 Forging of the Barrel with
longitudinal Seam:
In a die, the flat band is forged into
a trough through several stages. A
mandrel is then inserted and the
trough is forged into a pipe. The
seams are forge welded. The raw
barrel is then roughly cleaned and
straightened. The weak point of this
barrel is in the longitudinal seam. 

Fig. 6 – 99 Forging of the wound Barrel:
The flat band is heated until red hot,
and by constant hammering wound
and forged tightly around a cold
iron mandrel. The band length is
prepared so that it is still glowing hot
for the hammering of the last
winding. At the end of a band, a
new band is attached. 
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Fig. 6 – 100 Towards the muzzle, the thickness of
the band is diminished. It is forged
into a conical tube. The wall thick-
ness is largest at the powder cham-
ber. This can be achieved by using
flat bands with continuously increa-
sing thickness or by carefully
attaching thicker bands. Making a
wound barrel is a way to avoid the
weakness of the longitudinal seam. 

Fig. 6 – 101 Combination Barrel:
Onto the finished inside pipe, with
the mandrel still inserted, the red hot
band for the outside tube is wound
and forge welded to the inner pipe.
The combination of an inner pipe
with a length seam and a wound
outer pipe has the advantage of
fewer irregularities in the bore. This
results in less friction for the projectile
and at the same time, increases the
pressure rating of the barrel. Lighter,
but more expensive barrels for
hunting can be made in this way. 

Fig. 6 – 102 Twisted Barrel with longitudinal
Seam:
There is an interesting, relatively easy
possibility, to achieve more strength
for a barrel. A pipe with a welded
longitudinal seam is made. While red
hot, positioned over a mandrel it is
twisted and forge welded. Compared
to the combination barrel, the
disadvantage of more friction for the
projectiles, remain.
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Fig. 6 – 103

Photo: LuJa, Page 415

Boring the Barrel:
The barrel is usually bored on a
horizontal boring machine. The
advance usually happens with
weights on a rope pull.

Polishing the Barrel Bore:
After boring, the lapping of the bore
takes place. This could be done with
a soft plug, lapping compound and
oil moved lengthwise and turned
through the bore.

Fig. 6 – 104 Rifling of the Barrel:
A rod with a broach attached, is
slowly pulled through the barrel. By
repeatedly raising the broach with
paper shims, the depth of the rifling
is increased. To cut the twist of the
rifling, a guide bolt follows a spiraled
slot with the pitch of the desired twist.

Fig. 6 – 105

Photo: LuJa, Page 413

Finishing of the Barrel:
The ends of the barrels are turned
and the inside threads for the breach
plug are cut. The barrel surface is
manually or mechanically finished
and then polished. Now, the raw
barrel is ready to be used by the
gunsmith.
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Manufacturing of a Bronze Cannon Barrel, Ca. 1780:

A.   Main Features of the Cannon Barrel

Fig. 6 – 106

English cannon barrel     Photo:  FfCh

The English bronze cannon barrel has a conical shape and two trunnions.
There are several ornamental rings. Two elaborately decorated handles,
as well as handle like breech. The top of the barrel has relief decorations
of high artistic standard. The luxurious construction of this cannon barrel
has a very complex surface. This was only possible by casting with a ‘false
barrel’. The following description for the manufacturing of a cannon barrel
is mainly quoted from the book ‘The Gun Founders of England’, Mongs
manuscript of 1795 from England.

B  Manufacturing of the «False Barrel»

Fig. 6 – 107

Photo: FfCh

Manufacturing of the Core:
Hemp rope is wound around an
octagonal, conical wooden mandrel
and by heavy pounding pressed
against the core. Soft clay mixed with
hair or horse manure is applied to
the wound hemp rope to also fill the
rope winding. 

Fig. 6 – 108

Photo: FfCh

Creating the external Shape:
An outside layer of fine and smooth
clay is applied to the core. By turning
the mandrel against a template with
the outside shape of the barrel, the
‘false barrel’ gets its outside shape 
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Fig. 6 – 109

Photo: FfCh

Attaching the Trunnions and 
Decorations:
Prepared trunnions of wood are
attached on the side of the barrel
with pins. The transition to the barrel
is then filled and shaped with clay.
The decorations are pressed as a
negative model into the clay pads
and manually corrected. The model
is then dried or slightly fired.

C   Preparing of the Mold

Fig. 6 – 110

Photo: FfCh

Manufacturing of the Mold Shell:
The ‘false barrel’ covered with a
separating layer is built up with
multiple layers of well worked clay
mixed with hair or fibers. With
several iron bands, the jacket is
reinforced lengthwise and laterally. 

Fig. 6 – 111

Photo: FfCh

Firing of the Mold Shell:
By slowly turning the iron reinforced
jacket over burning charcoal, the
form is fired in several stages.
Anything remaining from the ‘false
barrel’ after the firing, is removed
and the mold shell cleaned and
visually inspected. 

D   Manufacturing the Core for the Bore

Fig. 6 – 112

Photo: FfCh

Manufacturing of the Barrel Core:
The core is made by applying clay
reinforced with hair onto an iron
mandrel. By turning the core against
a straight template, it ensures that
the core is cylindrical. The core is
then fired over a charcoal fire.
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E   Casting of the Cannon Barrel

Fig. 6 – 113 Casting Method 1:
Vertical Cast without Cores
This process demonstrates a very
simple casting method. There is
however, the danger of developing
voids at the center of the barrel.
Simultaneous multiple castings are
possible. The drilling of the full bore
is necessary. 

Fig. 6 – 114 Casting Method 2:
Vertical Cast with Cores
The bronze flows through the runner
and sprue well, into the vertical casts
with the cores suspended inside. This
method is more difficult, but requires
less bronze. A proper centering of
the core is essential. The effect of the
large casting height could destroy
the mold. Multiple castings are easily
realized. The barrel has to be re-
bored.

Fig. 6 – 115 Casting method 3:
Horizontal Cast with Cores
The bronze flows through the runner
and the sprue well into the horizontal
molds. This superior casting method
requires less bronze.  Careful
centering of the core and venting
through the risers is important. A
small casting height is advantageous
to a high quality cast. Multiple
castings require lots of room.
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Fig. 6 – 116

Photo: FfCh

Casting of the Cannon Barrel:
In this copper edging, runners for
four molds are visible. They take the
liquid bronze from the furnace tap to
the molds. The molds with iron bands
stand with the muzzle up vertically in
the casting pit. They are tightly
backfilled with sand or soil.

Fig. 6 – 117 Finishing of the Cannon Barrel
Cast:
After cooling and removing the cast
from the mold, runners and risers are
cut off.

The rough cast is cleaned inside and
out. 

Fig. 6 – 118

Photo: FfCh

Vertical Drilling of the Cannon
Barrel Bore:
The cannon barrel hangs, muzzle
down, secured with ropes and tackles
in a drilling tower. Its weight puts the
required pressure on the drill. Horses
walking in a circle, power the drive
shaft of a vertical drill. With a set of
gears, the power feed for drilling is
controlled. 

Provided that the drill rod is vertical
and the drill is centered properly in
the barrel, this should result in a
perfect bore hole. 
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Forging of an Armstrong Cannon Barrel, Ca. 1860

According to a description of William Armstrong, England Ca. 1860

Fig. 6 – 119

Photo: CVH, Page 56

Forging of the Iron Rods:
Ingots from the best malleable iron,
are forged as precisely as possible
into square rods using a steam
hammer. According to the desired
caliber and length of the barrel,
several of these rods are forged
together with a steam hammer to
lengths from 10 – 40 meters.

Fig. 6 – 120

Photo: CVH, Titelblatt

Winding the Rod onto a Mandrel
in a Furnace:
In a furnace, the square rod is
heated to welding temperature. After
the worker on the left has opened
the furnace, the worker on the right
takes out the glowing rod. With
pliers, he pulls one end to the begin-
ning of the mandrel and locks it in
place. The mandrel is then turned
and the workers on both sides make
sure that a clean winding produces a
cylinder. 

Fig. 6 – 121

Photo: CVH, Page 57

Forging of the Barrel:
By spraying with water, the scales are
cleaned off. The wound cylinder is
slowly turned under a steam
hammer. By hammering radial and
then lengthwise, they are forged
together. Several of these cylindrical
pieces are then forged together to
the desired length. 
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Fig. 6 – 122

Ca. 1860: English Cannon Barrel           Photo: FfCh

Machining and Finishing:
After checking the forging, the barrel is bored, the surface machined and
the trunnions are forged on. The rifling is cut and the surface is polished
and browned. 

Fig. 6 – 123

Photo: CVH, Page 58

Marketing of the Cannon Barrels:
The edging shows Armstrong barrels ready for sale at an exhibition in
London. The difference sizes and constructions of the barrels are exhibited.
In the foreground, the corresponding ammunition of different calibers is
visible. 
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Damascus Barrels

Literature Sachse, Manfred, Damaszener Stahl, nw-Verlag Stahl & Eisen, 1993, SaMa
Hayward, John F., Kunst der alten Büchsenmacher, Hamburg, 1968, HaJo
www.wikipedia.de, Damaszenerstahl, wiki

Damascus Steel:

Damascus steel is a material that is forged together in layers from two or
more types of iron of various hardening degrees. It is tough and hard.
Through edging and chemically coloring the metal structure, the Damascus
steel gets its beauty.

Historical Overview:

Beginnings of Damascus Steel

Emperor
Diokletian

Apparently, already in the years 284-305, the Roman Emperor Diokletian
built Damascus weapons factories. Until the conquest of the city by the
Afghan-Mongolian military leader Timor, on March 24, 1401 the art of
forging Damascus steel was at its height. The surviving weapon smiths were
said to be taken to Samarkand. The word ‘Damas’, in Arabic, means watery
and flowing. 

Origin It is unknown if Damascus steel was developed in Damascus, and if
there really are connections between Damas, Damascus steel and
Damascus. It is also unknown what Damascus steel originally looked
like. No matter what, the Damascus steel known by us today is
patterned. 

Basic types There are two basic types of Damascus steel. They are different in
production, looks and properties. The older the so-called Schweissdamast
(patterned, welded Damascus) is made by forging in fire. The swords of our
ancestors, the Normans, the Aleman, and the Franks etc., were made from
Schweissverbundstahl (layered steel). The same is true of the blades of the
Samurai, and the Krise of Indonesians. Oriental firearms and edged
weapons are made from this steel. The second basic type is the so-called
Tiegelschmelzdamast (puddle steel Damascus). 

It can be said:
Damascus edged weapons were made from cast puddle steel and patterned
welded Damascus. On the contrary, Damascus barrels are always made
from patterned welded Damascus. The reason is the better weldability which
is important in the production of gun barrels. 
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European Damascus

François
Clouet

It seems that European weapon smiths only learned about the possibility of
the use of Damascus steel after seeing captured and exported weapons
from the Middle East. Only in 1683, Damascus began to be known in
Europe as ‘Turks Loot’. The fabrication was further improved by the
Frenchman Francois Clouet, 1751 – 1801. 

Napoleon Large amounts of Oriental weapons arrived in Europe after Napoleon’s
Egypt crusade. Damascus barrels from the seized weapons were reused by
gunsmiths. The small quantities and the quality that did not stand up to the
European standard, forced the gunsmiths to start a European Damascus
production. 

François
Clouet

In the beginning, etched and chemically colored Damascus barrels were
predominantly used on splendor rifles. By optimally using the high strength
of Damascus steel, the barrel thickness and the weight of the barrel could
be dramatically reduced. At the end of the 18th Century, Damascus barrels
were mainly used for hunting barrels because of their lighter weight.
Francois Clouet was a chemist and the director of the steel foundry in
Daigny, France. In this position, he had good contacts to Liège and its iron
foundries. These contacts were the possibly the reason why the first
Damascus barrels were made in Liège. Already in 1808, around 500
craftsmen were employed in Liège to make Damascus barrels. This
number rose to more than 700 in the year 1897. In 1906, approximately,
850 tons of Damascus barrels were produced in Liège. Altogether
156,000 barrels for double barreled rifles were used that year. 

The last Damascus barrels were mass produced in Liège by M. Delcour in
1930. Other important cities for Damascus barrel production were St.
Etienne, France and Suhl, Germany and Brescia, Italy and Birmingham,
England. 

Forging Techniques for Damascus Barrels

Cannon Tordu

Manufacturing For the wound barrel, Cannon Tordu, at least two types of steel are
welded together and then forged into a band. This band is longitudinally
shaped into a barrel around a mandrel. The side seams slightly overlap.
The mandrel is then removed from this pre-shaped barrel. Starting at one
end, in sections about the length of a hand, the barrel is heated to forging
temperature. The mandrel is then pushed into the barrel again and in a
halve round die, forged together with quick hammer blows. Step by step,
the barrel is forged up to the muzzle. The mandrel is removed and the
forged barrel is heated to forging temperature. Again, a mandrel is
inserted into the barrel and clamped on one side into a fixture. On the
opposite side a tap wrench is used to twist the tube in one direction.
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By this method, a screw shaped structure of the barrel is achieved. The
mandrel is removed from the pipe. When the barrel has cooled, the end
pieces that were used for clamping are sawed off. By using this wrapping
method, the welds are oriented so that pressure on the weld points is not
as critical and flawed welds can be more easily detected.

Fig. 6 – 124

Picture of Manufacturing Method of Canon Tordu

In the 18th century, Cannon Tordu barrels were usually not etched which
meant the Damascus structure was not made visible. Often the barrels
were blued, gold plated, browned, polished and engraved etc., and as a
rule had the inscription «CANON TORDU».

Horse Shoe Nail Damascus, Stub-Twist

Manufacturing Because of its quality and looks, horse shoe nail Damascus has the best
reputation. Genuine horse shoe nail Damascus is made from collected
horse shoe nails that, fire welded together with a soft iron, make a new
material with an irregular structure and are forged into a bands. Earlier, it
was believed that used horse shoe nails were stronger than new ones
because of the contact with the hoof and the stress they endured. Genuine
horse shoe nail Damascus barrels were only made in the early years when
they were produced in small numbers. Horse shoe nail Damascus barrels
were made by forging the Damascus steel band around a mandrel in
spiral fashion and weld the seams.

Scythe
Damascus

A variation of the stub twist barrels were barrels made from scythes and
called ‘Cannon Ruban fer de Faux’. Until the end of the 19th century,
horse shoe nail Damascus barrels under the name of ‘Superior Stub
Barrels,’ were made. 
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Crollé Damascus

Manufacturing
of Damascus
Iron

First, a block layered alternately with iron and steel plates is put together.
This block is held together with iron bands. In the forge, it is then brought
slowly to welding temperature. To diminish oxidation in the welding area,
clay, sand or borax is used. When the welding temperature is reached,
indicated by sparks, the glowing block is taken immediately to the anvil
where the layers are forge welded together by light hammering. This
usually occurs in two steps, because the block must be held on one side.
The block is then forged into a stretched square rod. It is then hammer
forged into the thickness of a finger and cut into 1.5 meter lengths. The
end of this rod is then put into a fixed clamp. The other end is held with a
tap wrench. The blacksmith’s helper brings a part of the rod to the glowing
point, and the blacksmith turns it carefully using the tap wrench. As soon
as the required twist is achieved, the turned part is cooled with water. The
following part is then twisted in the same way until the whole rod has an
even, spiraled twist. Both ends used for clamping, are not twisted and
therefore sawed off. Multiple rods are twisted in this way. The blacksmith
can then forge several of these rods, some with left, some with right twists,
together as a bundle. This bundle is then forged into a rod of finger
thickness, and then into a band with the desired width and a bit thicker
than the wall thickness of the barrel. This results in a Damascus band for
the barrel of a so-called Combination Damascus. Depending on the num-
ber of rods, it is distinguished between a two, four or six band Damascus. 

Barrel
Manufacturing

The barrel manufacturing process begins by shaping an iron band along a
mandrel to form a pipe, The mandrel is then removed from this roughly
preformed pipe. The gunsmith now has an inner barrel with an open,
longitudinal seam the so called shirt. Into this shirt, a mandrel is inserted
again. A Damascus band is prepared and heated until red hot and
clamped to the outside of the shirt. The helper proceeds to slowly turn the
mandrel and barrel while the gunsmith hammers the outer band in a spiral
fashion around it. A barrel smith’s anvil or swage block with several
rounded profiles for various barrel diameters, serves as a work surface.
The smith must take care to always connect the outer bands on the same
side of the barrel so that irregularities in the pattern can be covered. When
the winding is completed, the welding of the seams can be tackled.
Beginning at the muzzle, a piece of the barrel about the size of a hand’s
width, is heated to welding temperature in the forge. Immediately, a
mandrel is inserted. The welding of the seam is achieved by quick and
light hammering of the barrel on the swage block. The mandrel is once
more removed, and the next section is heated and welded. When the
whole barrel has been processed this way, then with the help of a mandrel
and a die, while hot or cold, it is once again forged over. For a good
barrel, this forging could last ½ an hour. It resulted in a hammer
hardening and higher density and strength. After this, the raw Damascus
barrel was completed. The shirt is now drilled out in a lath the barrel is
straightened and the outside is ground and cleaned. 
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Fig. 6 – 125 

Picture of the Manufacturing method of Crollé-Damascus Barrel

Refining the Damascus Barrels

Etching and
Coloring

To make the patterns visible, various acids and saline solutions were used.
The barrel is plugged on both sides and by dousing, brushing or dipping,
it is edged. After neutralizing it, the surface of the barrel is browned,
blackened or colored, possibly polished. 

These are only a few of the various methods of Damascus manufacturing.
Crollé and horse shoe nail Damascus are best known. The fierce
competition between manufacturers resulted in countless Damascus
variations of quality and looks of the product. When the price had to be as
low as possible, it did not stop the production of cheap forgeries. 

Fig. 6 – 126 Pattern Welded
Damascus

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 6 – 127 Woods Damascus

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Damascus Designation for Shotgun Barrels

Horse shoe
nail
Crollé

Twist

Ruban

Barrel

Bernard

Special

England

America 

Brazilian

Turkish

Horse shoe nail damask

Crollé-Damask
Finest Crollé-Damask 

Stub-Twist
Plain-Twist

Ruban-Damast
Rubans fins
Ruban-Acier 

Ribbon-Barrel
Double laminette

Damask Bernard
Bernard Extra

Manufacture Extra 

London-Damask
Birmingham
Oxford-Superfine

Boston-Damast
Washington-Damast

Brésilien

Turkish-Damask
Canon turc uni

Clou fin

Crollé I
Crollé Extra

Chain-Twist-Damask
Chain-Pattern-Damask

Rubans II «Torche»
Rubans-Royal
Laminette-Ruban-Damask

Skelp-Barrel
Laminated Steel

Bernard I
Bernard II

Etoile-Damask

London Fine Twist
Birmingham-Damask
Wellington

Boston II

Brésilien II

Canon demi turc 
Canon turc à ruban

Crollé II

Diamond-Twist-Damask

Chainette fin
Rubans III
Rubans-Royal-Extra

Canon tors à ruban
Twist-Barrel

Zebre-Märe,  Rose, 
Frise

Canon Tordu

Damast Anglais
Oxford-Damask
Extra Wellington fin

Boston Extra

Turc Extra
Chine Damascus

Source: SaMa, Page  117 ff.

Assortment of Damascus Barrels

Ca. 1870:  Chemically dyed  Damascus Barrel

Fig. 6 – 128 Lefaucheux Double Barrel
Shotgun

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1740: Combination Damascus on Blunderbuss Barrel

Fig. 6 – 129a

Fig. 6 – 129b

Breech of blunderbuss barrel
made by I. V. Boessel, Zella

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Muzzle of Blunderbuss barrel
made by I. V. Boessel, Zella

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1870: Crollé Damascus Barrel of a Pistol, J. Adam Kuchenreuter, Bavaria

Fig. 6 – 130 Octagonal barrel of a
hunting rifle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1870: Damascus Barrel of a Percussion Pocket Pistol

Fig. 6 – 131 Inexpensive but authenti-
cally etched Liège
Damascus Steel

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1880: Damascus Barrel of a Lefaucheux  Double Barrel Shotgun

Fig. 6 – 132 Exceptionally beautiful
Damascus steel barrel
made in Liège

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1880: Low Quality Damascus Barrel of a Percussion Pistol

Fig. 6 – 133 Poor quality forging work
on a octagonal Damascus
barrel

Private collection
Photo: KuPe


